26th March 2019

Dear Parent/Guardian
In October 2018, we, as pupils of FPHS made the decision to approach Miss
Allen with the idea to raise money and awareness of the Multiple Sclerosis
Society. Following this, after much preparation, we have organised a Charity
week which will take place on the last week of this term. (1st to the 5th April)
Recently we have delivered, to all pupils, an informative assembly on what MS
is and why it is so close to our hearts. The reason that we chose this charity is
that one of the group of organisers has first-hand experience of MS because
her Mum lives with it every day and has done for a number of years.
In order to raise money we have organised a full week of events. This includes
a three hour cycle challenge that will be undertaken by house teams from year
9 and even some of the staff! The cycle challenge will take place from the
Monday to the Thursday and donations will be taken throughout this time. In
addition to this we have arranged for a charity morning to take place on Friday
5th April. We will be introducing and launching the idea of ‘Falinge Records’.
This idea came from a Year 8 pupil who pitched it to the senior leadership team
as way of engaging pupils in challenges that can then be used to set FPHS
records. During the morning challenges will be set and records made.
Finally, we have organised that Friday 5th April will also be a non-uniform day.
We would like all pupils to make a donation of £1 in exchange for wearing their
own clothes. Due to the exciting and unusual events of the charity week we
will also be leaving school at the earlier time of 12.30pm.
We thank you in advance for your support.
Yours faithfully
Pupils of Falinge park High School

Miss J Allen
Headteacher
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